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A Simple 160m Vertical Antenna - F5AD

For interest, I did not strictly adhere to the suggested design so ... to amaze me the difference in the two aerials when switching from one to the other and noting ... reason for this as I do not know sufficient about propagation, refraction and ... at S5, however when I switched to the horizontal I could barely hear the station at all. 
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A Simple 160m Vertical Antenna I cannot claim any originality for the design of this antenna nor am I certain from where the design originated, however I can confirm it is easy to build, and a great aerial in practise. For interest, I did not strictly adhere to the suggested design so a little ‘flexibility’ is quite in order. The basis of the antenna is a cheap 10 metre fibre glass fishing pole and a length of wire IN USE When comparing this antenna with my 160m 1/2 wave doublet horizontal dipole which is at 50/60ft AGL, it has never failed to amaze me the difference in the two aerials when switching from one to the other and noting the difference, obviously it is the difference in polarity, refraction etc. so maybe a good idea to have the antenna available to work stations that you would not normally be able to work using your horizontal aerial. Of course if you do not have the area to put up a large horizontal dipole for 160m this vertical is ideal and could be thought of as virtually ‘unobtrusive’. It is also light enough to be easily erected, used, then removed and placed on your garage roof or other suitable location ready to use again. In use it is amazing to hear long distance stations from the eastern block on the vertical and then switch to the horizontal only to barely hear them at all. However the reverse is also true and the horizontal wins over the vertical. I will not give a reason for this as I do not know sufficient about propagation, refraction and reflection etc, however now that I have both polarities I have less chance of missing a station. It is interesting that the first station I worked with the vertical on a TEST CQ was in the Ukraine at S5, however when I switched to the horizontal I could barely hear the station at all. I think my consistent success in working extremely long distances on 160m is down to a combination of both the vertical AND an extremely large earth-mat that covers the entire garden area although I will add the garden is not large. I have heard the USA many times calling CQ but they have not heard me, is this the POWER thing? THE ANTENNA BUILD To build this antenna needs the most basic of materials, I did buy the wire (15swg) however many of you will already have suitable wire in your bits box (gauge not over important). The wire I used I purchased from Brocott via eBay this being excellent quality and an excellent service. The fishing pole, a 10m glass fibre, again I bought via a seller on eBay and cost surprisingly little, I think it was £24.95 plus a few bob postage. The coil former was a length of standard 40mm PVC tube. It is interesting that reading different publications on the use of this basic pipe for coil formers that a few of the publications recommended the use of WHITE PVC. However I did not read this until I had finished the aerial though I did not find any problems whatsoever using BLACK PVC pipe. Apparently the black pipe is said to have a quantity of a metallic element in the plastic altering the characteristic when used as a coil former, I rest my case ! Clamping the antenna to a vertical aluminium pole could pose a problem as the wall of the roach pole is extremely thin and there is a danger of crushing. To overcome this difficulty it is recommended to insert a length of solid material , it basically could be wood although I have used a length of Delrin Rod, again purchased via eBay, thank goodness for eBay. The worst thing to tackle is winding the former, but as long as the first turn is anchored (I used a glue gun) it is pretty straightforward and as the wire is reasonably thick if you lose count of the turns it is quite easy to re-count them, especially if you mark the turns (maybe every 20) with a felt tip pen. When the former turns are complete the last turn is again secured with the glue gun. The complete former then covered with a coat of varnish. The joining of the wire from the bottom and top vertical lengths are secured to the coil using 10amp connectors stripped from a 10amp connector strip (chocolate block strip) a liberal application of solder finishes the joint which should remain electrically sound for many years. My antenna is supported using Dacron cord, this is very thin, completely unobtrusive and immensely strong I think I remember it’s 400lbs breaking strain, bought, would you believe, via eBay. TUNING THE ANTENNA Using the lengths of the vertical as written I found the resonant frequency was approx 1.68Mhz however I quickly resonated it by cutting off approx 6” lengths until it resonated on my chosen frequency 1.885Mhz as my interest is in that portion of the band and long distance operating (DX). It will be found that unfortunately the aerial has a very narrow window ‘bandwidth’ therefore, if you are interested in using the aerial for different parts of the 160m band it should be used with a good antenna tuner unit (ATU) . I did experiment with matching the antenna to 50ohms and a picture of the matching coil is included with this article for anybody interested in ’having a bash’ and see if they can get it to work better than I did. I have also shown details of an ’opposed’ polarity wired and switched coil for experimentation. The idea of this coil was to add or reduce inductance by clicking the yaxley switch which was wired to short turns thereby adding or removing inductance increasing or decreasing the resonant frequency, again I gave it up as a bad job. Of course if anybody has a go at using this idea with success I would welcome hearing from you. There is no matching of the aerial whatsoever provided, a bit crude for my liking, however it did not seem to deter from the result and of course has simplified the design no end, an important thing to do however is to make sure the outer of the coax is directly grounded at the base of the antenna. If you ‘have a go’ please, let me know how you get on. THANK YOU….. If you arrived on this page via a search engine the full details i.e. materials, dimensions, build etc. can be found at the main website address: Peter G8CVF Wirral September 2009 http://petlyn.co.uk/vertical/index.html
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Cushcraft MA160V Vertical DX Antenna 

Install small worm clamp on 1/2â€� tube BI and use to secure nipped end of braid. [ ] Install small worm clamp ..... 2.4" OD Toroid Core. 12 - 14 Turns coax on. Use.
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Radial systems for vertical antenna - HamCity 

This is not an in depth publication but simply a general guide on installing and using the SteppIR verticals. There is ... tenna within one foot of ground if possible, the closer to ground the better. Next, you will .... Un-Guyed wind survival. 60 mp
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A Better Antenna Balun - F1FRV 

PO Box 350, Newlands. 7725, South Africa ... ply that TLTs operate like conven- tional transformers. ... late the measure of imbalance pro- posed by Witt3 as:.
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The â€œC Poleâ€�â€” A Ground Independent Vertical Antenna - DL2LTO 

Apr 1, 2004 - the top spreader for a suspension cord, if that is the way ... in order to get the lower spreader hori- zontal. ... antenna doesn't flap in the breeze.
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vertical 

Support pour poste de travail Ã  affichage unique horizontal / vertical. Compatible avec la majeure parties des Ã©crans LCD / LED de 13 Ã  32". Plaque VESA ...
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A homebrew W8JK antenna - F6DED 

Aug 19, 2003 - Realization inspired by the F6BCU's work , published in Ref Radio January 1990 and November. 1998,. Description. 1) A W8JK of 10 meters scale : ... allowed me to make many DX continent with only 10/20 Watts in digital modes. ... Do not
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vertical 

Support pour poste de travail Ã  deux affichages horizontal / vertical. Compatible avec la majeure parties des Ã©crans LCD / LED de 13 Ã  27". Plaque VESA amovible pour une installation facile. MÃ©canisme full-motion afin de pouvoir faire pivoter et 
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MAX442 - F5AD 

(V+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V). Digital Input Voltage . ..... 2.54. 7.62. â€“. 2.92. MAX. 5.08. â€“. 4.45. 2.03. 0.56. 1.65. 0.30. 2.03. 8.26. 7.87. â€“. â€“. 10.16. 3.81. INCHES.
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Untitled - F5AD 

ATF-35076, -35176, -35376. 2-18 GHz Low Noise. Pseudomorphic HEMT. 76 Package. 1.02. Features. - PHEMT Technology. Low Noise Figure: 0.75 Typical at ...
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HMC444LP4 - F5AD 

The HMC444LP4 is an active miniature x8 frequency multiplier utilizing InGaP GaAs HBT technology in a. 4 mm x 4 mm leadless surface mount package.
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MA02303GJ - F5AD 

Operates Over Wide Ranges of Supply Voltage. â€¢ Self-Aligned MSAGÂ®-Lite MESFET Process. Description. The MA02303GJ is an RF power amplifier based on.
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SP5070 - F5AD 

appropriate voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), forms a .... Neither the supply of such information or purchase of product or service conveys any license, ... services provided subject to Zarlink's conditions of sale which are available on request.
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EL4581C - F5AD 

General Description. The EL4581C extracts timing information from standard nega- tive going video sync found in NTSC PAL and SECAM broad- cast systems It ...
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Untitled - F5AD 

PACKAGE OUTLINE (2-9E1D). Unit in mm. 04-61.5. 20.0.25â€“0.1 hem oo. UU. TUTTET. IRLALUCI. 11.2+0.21 I 2.61 2.6 111.2Â£0.2. 8.8+0.2. 13.4+0.2. 17.8+0.2.
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BFR96TS - F5AD 

Electrical AC Characteristics. Tamb = 25Â°C. Parameters / Test Conditions. Symbol. Min. Typ. Max. Unit. Transition frequency. VCE = 10 V, IC = 70 mA, f = 500 ...
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M67715 - F5AD 

OUTLINE DRAWING. Dimensions in mm. BLOCK DIAGRAM. 45 + 1. 42 = 1. 2-R1.5 + .... TOTAL CURRENT IT (A). 1st CURRENT Icci (A. NW oo oo ooooo. 1. U.
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CXA2075M - F5AD 

This IC has various pulse generators necessary for encoding. Composite ... Burst flag generator circuit. â€¢ Half H killer ... Absolute Maximum Ratings. â€¢ Supply ...
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MHW1915 - F5AD 

ARCHIVE INFORMA. TION. 1. MHW1915. MOTOROLA RF DEVICE DATA. The RF ... 1. DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING PER ASME. Y14.5M, 1994. 2.
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Untitled - F5AD 

logo-307-. 55. - astiske. {-22.5. 17 14:55. Ackglolokolololol olo. D. -. 1. 0.75- enfrono fino. 10,5 - rrrrrrrrrrrrrr. 11111111111111111111 1111. LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL.
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Untitled - F5AD 

CUT WIRES TO FOLLOWING LENGTHS INSTALL AS SHOWN ON NEXT. PAGE. NOTE: USE 100 FOOT MEASURING TAPE WHEN MEASURING. WIRE. 72'6".
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RA13H4047M - F5AD 

Apr 5, 2004 - Lines on the substrate (eventually inductors), chip capacitors, and resistors form the bias and matching circuits. Wire leads soldered onto the ...
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TDA4665 - F5AD 

Oct 30, 1995 - File under Integrated Circuits, IC02. 1996 Dec 17 ... The TDA4665 is an integrated baseband delay line circuit with one line ..... The device may be mounted up to the seating plane, but ... Philips Electronics N.V. 1996. SCA52.
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RA45H4047M - F5AD 

Apr 5, 2004 - OBSERVE HANDLING PRECAUTIONS. DESCRIPTION. The RA45H4047M is a 45-watt RF MOSFET Amplifier. Module for 12.5-volt mobile ...
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RA07M4047M - F5AD 

Apr 5, 2004 - current with the gate voltage and controlling the output power with the input ... Stability. VDD=4.0-9.2V, Pin=25-70mW, Pout
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